We proposed a probabilistic method for evaluating a hazard map for tsunami-induced fire. Accumulating combustible density is visualized on the map, which represents the fire vulnerability of an arbitrary point. The density is evaluated on the basis of multiple accumulation scenarios and their occurrence probabilities using the existing model for the drift and accumulation of tsunami-driven combustible objects. The result from the application to the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake Tsunami shows that the proposed method estimates the actual fire damage zone of Yamada town plausibly.
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, ─ 297 ─ We proposed a probabilistic method for evaluating a hazard map for tsunami-induced fire. Accumulating combustible density is used as the indicator visualized on the map, which represents the fire vulnerability of an arbitrary point. The accumulating combustible density is evaluated on the basis of multiple accumulation scenarios and their occurrence probabilities using the existing model for the drift and accumulation of tsunami-driven combustible objects. Here, the following factors are defined as the uncertain factors which governs the accumulation scenarios: 1) sea level in the event of tsunami arrival, 2) damage of coastal structures such as a seawall, 3) damage of buildings, and 4) density of movable and fixed combustible objects loaded on buildings. A finite number of accumulation scenarios are sampled to evaluate the average and the standard deviation of accumulating combustible density using event tree and Monte Carlo simulation.
We applied the proposed method to Yamada town in the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake Tsunami to verify the evaluation characteristics. Field survey after the tsunami has reported that two fires broke out in tsunami inundation area of Yamada town and developed into spreading fires resulting in 16 hectares of burned area. As a result, the proposed method could estimate the actual fire damage zone plausibly, because high accumulating combustible density areas are concentrated within or around the fire damage zone. This result indicates that the accumulating combustible density is available as the indicator of tsunami-induced fire hazard map which represents the fire vulnerability of an arbitrary point.
A tsunami-induced fire hazard map of future Nankai Trough Earthquake was estimated using the proposed method. Here, Shimoda city was adopted as the target area of hazard map estimation, and safety of tsunami refuge facilities against the fire was considered by overlaying the high grounds and the tall buildings on the map. The result shows that the hazard map estimated by the proposed method is useful for planning of location and fire safety of tsunami refuge facilities. 
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